
of elements that end up in the waste (for example, by making 
a lid superfluous in some products), put the company at the 
forefront of eco-friendly developments in an international con-
text. This commitment allowed the company to obtain, already 
in 2006, the UNI EN ISO 14001 “Environmental Management 
Systems” certification.

Play and recycle

One of the greatest expressions of Medac’s ecological com-
mitment is represented by the new line of gelato cups called 
Cup&Play. Each container is a small marvel of design and is in-
spired by the art of origami. Origami is an Asian technique (from 
the Japanese word “ori” which means to fold, and “kami” which 
indicates paper) which by folding a piece of paper several times, 
a myriad of figures inspired by the world of nature are obtained. 
By scanning the QR code on the cup, you are directed to Me-
dac’s website where you can view instructions to make origami. 
From there, you can access the environmental labelling area, 
which guides the consumer on how to correctly 
dispose of the container, aimed at promot-
ing recycling instead of littering. For over sixty years, Medac has been 

offering professionals all over the world 
a complete range of containers for 
takeaway of gelato, pastry, food and 
drink. Each idea is the result of atten-
tive research on design, which makes it 
not only a highly creative company but 
also respectful of the environment. The 
choice to use completely recyclable 
materials, together with a design phi-
losophy aimed at reducing the number 
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Naturally brilliant

To simplify the management of container lids for gelato takeaway, this 
Italian company has made Medac Uno x Due. Thanks to a unique de-
sign solution, the same lid can be used on two different-sized cups from 
Medac’s E-Cup line.  
Medac’s Uno x Due reflects the ecological philosophy of the E-Cup line, 
a complete range of cups and lids (with incorporated spoons) that can 
be recycled with organic waste or with paper. 
They are produced with pure cellulose paper that has been FSC® 
certified and are lined with a bioplastic film. The spoons are made 
of wood. After being used, E-Cup products can be disposed 
of together with organic waste, and thus return to nature. 
Developed in accordance with EN 13432 : 2002 standards, 
the E-Cup line is “OK Compost” certified by the independent 
agency TÜV Austria.
Medac’s Uno x Due lids are available for the large range of E-cup cups, 
which are available in sizes that go from 140 ml to 550 ml, which are 
also certified as “OK Compost” by TÜV Austria.
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